
Multimedia and Networking Publication Venues

Workshops

1. Network and Operating System Support for Digital Audio and Video (ACM NOSSDAV)

description: focuses first on Mutimedia, Network, OS, but also networked games, sensor networks, p2p. 

Encourages real systems & real data sets.

dates: 2-4 June in Amsterdam, deadline: 17 Feb, decision: 25 Mar

format: 6 pages, standard ACM proceedings style with 1-page extended abstract

acceptance rate: 34%, 17 out of 50 in 2008

Attendees: 62

program: single-track

rating: 9/10

2. ACM Netgames

description: Focuses on games. Co-located with SIGCOMM.

dates: Oct 21-22. Deadline June-15. Decision July-27.

format: 6 pages, double-column ACM conference format

acceptance rate: 48.4%, 15 out of 31 in 2008

program: single track

rating: 6/10

3. IEEE International Workshop on Multimedia Signal Processing (MMSP)

description: Has been around for > 10 years. Theme for 2010 workshop is entertainment, gaming and 

virtual reality for the future.

dates: Oct 4-6, 2010; paper due Apr 15; decision June 15. 

format: 6 pages, double-column with a 10MB video (optional)

acceptance rate: N/A

program: single-track

rating: 7/10

Conferences

1. ACM Multimedia

description: Premier annual multimedia conference, covering all aspects of multimedia, from underlying 

technologies to applications, from theory to practice.

dates: abstract due Mar-21; paper due Apr-11; decision July-5

format: 10 pages, ACM proceedings style

acceptance rate: 16.4%, 48 out of 292 in 2006

program: 4 tracks in 2009 with Systems the most relevant to Networking

rating: 10/10

2. IEEE International Conference on Multimedia & Expo (ICME)

description: multimedia technologies, systems, and applications from both the research and development 

perspectives of the circuits and systems, communications, computer, and signal processing communities.

dates: July 19-23, 2010 in Singapore. paper due Jan-15, decision Mar-15

format: 6 pages, 2-column

acceptance rate: 15% projected

participation: about 1000 submissions, 500 attendees

program: multiple tracks with workshops & tutorials



rating: 10/10

3. Multimedia Computing and Networking Conference (MMCN'09)

description: encourages emerging technology in multimedia, has "Multimedia Networking" as 1 of the 4 

main topics

dates: Jan-19; paper due July-3; decision Aug-20

format: 12 pages

acceptance rate: 26.3%, 15 out of 57 in 2008

program: single track, single day, no workshop

rating: 7/10

4. IFIP/IEEE International Conference on Management of Multimedia and Mobile Networks and 

Services (MMNS)

description: Scope has been broadened to include management of emerging mobile and wireless 

networks and their integration with more traditional network infrastructures.

dates: conference on Oct-26-27; paper due May-22; 

format: 12 pages, single column, LNCS format, A4 size

acceptance rate: 35.1%, 13 out of 37 in 2009

participation: 123 attendees

program: single track

rating: 7/10

Journals

1. ACM/Springer Multimedia Systems Journal

description: broadly multimedia + other fields including multimedia networking. 

dates: deadline Jan-15 for special issue on wireless multimedia transmission

format: 25-30 pages, single column, double space, 11 or 12 pt font

rating: 8/10

2. ACM Transactions on Multimedia Computing, Communications and Applications (ACM 

TOMCCAP)

description: Flagship publication of ACM SIGMM. Focuses on multimedia computing, communications, 

and applications. Best papers from ACM Multimedia are published here. Published quarterly, about 8 

articles each.

dates: N/A

format: 20 pages + 5 pages appendix (for online)

acceptance rate: N/A but has impact factor of 2.465, highest ranked "multimedia" journal

rating: 10/10


